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On September 28, Gas City’s Electric 
Supervisor Dick Justice was awarded 
Indiana Municipal Power Agency’s (IMPA) 
Kerry Vincent Distinguished Lineworker 
Award. Justice has served his community in 
the electric department for over 30 years, 
spending the last 14 as Electric Supervisor. 
He is the past president of the Indiana 
Municipal Electric Association and a current 
IMPA commissioner and IMPA executive 
committee member.
 The IMPA Kerry Vincent Distinguished 
Lineworker Award was created in 2021 to 
honor the life and legacy of Kerry Vincent, 
a longtime employee of IMPA and advocate 
for public power who passed away last year. 
The Kerry Vincent Distinguished Lineworker 
Award (KVA) was established to recognize 
a lineworker from a member community 
that embodies the traits Kerry exhibited in 
his everyday life: Commitment, Compassion, 
Character, and Community. Justice was 
unanimously chosen by the award selection 
committee and the IMPA Executive 
Committee to receive the distinction because 
of his excellence in each of these criteria. 
 Justice is described by his colleagues 
as the epitome of commitment, compassion, 
character, and community. He leads by 
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Justice (left) with IMPA
 President and CEO, Jack Alvey (right)
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Rising Costs 
Around the World 

Prices for day-to-day essentials, such as 
food and gasoline, have noticeably risen in our 
post-pandemic world. Inflation has reached 
a historic rate, climbing higher than it has in 
40 years due to several causes, including the 
lasting effects of COVID-19 and increases in 
supply/demand imbalances. Families across 
the country are reevaluating their spending 
habits as prices for everyday essentials are 
noticeably rising. From the gas pump to the 
grocery store, adjusting to these cost surges 
has proven difficult for many as rising costs 
continue to have ramifications on so many 
consumer goods and services. 
 Not only are average citizens feeling 
the impact of inflation, but companies and 
manufacturers are facing similar challenges, 
including those in the utility industry. The 
cost of generating and delivering energy to 
the millions of utility customers around the 
country is steadily increasing, in large part due 
to increases in fuel costs, supply chain issues, 
US energy policy, and the conflict in Ukraine.  
According to the New York Times, natural gas 
accounts for production of approximately 
40% of the country’s electricity, so a cost 
increase in the fuel leads to price increases of 
energy. Similarly, other fuel sources like coal 
have seen price increases as well.  Supply 
chain issues and delays have affected fuel 
delivery, as well have made maintaining and 
improving electric infrastructure more costly 
for utilities who are trying to keep up with 
grid modernization to provide high quality 
service and protect electric assets.
 As utilities attempt to address the 
myriad of issues impacting operations and 
prices, utility customers across the United 

States are beginning to see these rising costs 
reflected in their utility bills each month. In 
a July rate comparison, Indiana’s investor-
owned utilities saw an average 9.2% increase 
in their residential electric bills compared to 
the same month last year. Other investor-
owned utilities have raised rates even further 
since then, with some increases in the double 
digits, making the disparity even larger.
 The Indiana Municipal Power Agency 
(IMPA), your community’s wholesale power 
provider, is not immune to these wider 
economic issues. However, the Agency has 
taken precautions over its nearly 40 years of 
existence to guard against market instability, 
such as what we’re experiencing now, to 
lessen the impact on rates. IMPA’s diverse 
generation resource portfolio includes power 
generated by natural gas, nuclear, coal, and 
renewable facilities. This diversity helps to 
balance affordability and reliable electric 
service even through difficult economic 
conditions. 
 Additionally, both IMPA and your 
community are public power utilities, 
meaning they are not-for-profit entities 
operated by local municipalities. Nationwide, 
public power utilities traditionally provide 
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While all of us try to combat the rise in costs of living, take note of the following 
energy efficiency tips that can be used year-round to reduce your electric consumption:

Wash and dry your clothes and use your dishwasher at night 
(after 7:00pm) when energy demand is much lower. This reduces 
strain on the power grid and can reduce your costs as you won’t 
be using energy during peak times of the day. Washing your 
laundry with cold water will also reduce the amount of energy 
consumed from heating your home’s water.

Avoid peeking in the oven while you bake. Opening the oven 
door releases a significant amount of heat, reducing the internal 
temperature by as much as 25 degrees. This forces your oven to 
expend more energy to bring itself back up to temp, and your 
food won’t bake as evenly. 

Don’t charge your phone overnight. Besides being a fire 
hazard, this method uses much more energy than necessary 
to charge your phone. It only takes a couple hours to charge 
electronic devices, so try to do this during the day when 
you can monitor the battery and unplug as soon as it’s full. 

Energy Efficiency for All Times of the Year 

electric services at a lower cost when 
compared to investor-owned utilities and 
cooperative utilities, and this remains true 
through ongoing inflation. Both your utility 
and IMPA work together to ensure that the 
electric rates that consumers pay are as low 
as possible while still maintaining proper 
function of the local electric system and 
investing in necessary upgrades.   

 Your local utility understands the 
difficulty of the current economic situation 
and encourages anyone struggling with 
paying their utility bill to contact them. IMPA 
and its member communities strive to serve 
you—customers, neighbors, and friends 
of municipal utilities in the Midwest—with 
competitive costs, reliable service, and an 
environmentally-responsible power supply. 
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Tidbits & Trivia
The Indiana Municipal Power  Agency 
(IMPA) is a not-for-profit organization 
that provides a low-cost, reliable, and 
environmentally-responsible power 
supply to its members. IMPA provides 
this wholesale power to 61 communities 
in Indiana and Ohio, who collectively 

make up the Agency’s membership.

Question: What 
is one method 
for reducing 
your energy 

consumption in 
cold weather?

Send your answer to 
newsletter@impa.com, along with 
your name, e-mail address, and address 
for a chance to win an energy efficiency 

prize pack! 

Reader Survey
Is there more about your community that 
you would like to know? Do you have 
questions about how public power or your 
municipally-owned utility works? Would 
you like to learn more tips and tricks as to 
how you can improve your home’s energy 

efficiency?

Reach out to newsletter@impa.com to  
suggest topics for future Municipal Power 
News newsletters and let us know what 
articles you enjoy most, and what you’d 

like to see next!

Justice with the Gas City 
electric crew and Mayor Rock

example and has committed his life to helping 
his community in any way possible. Not only 
is he a tremendous worker and leader, but 
he’s a great friend who can bring a smile or 
laugh to anyone he meets.
 “You will not find another person 
with more integrity and character than Dick 
Justice,” said Gas City Mayor Bill Rock. “He 
is always considering what is best for others 
before he thinks about himself. Dick is 
constantly leading his employees by example. 
He volunteers to put up the Christmas lights 
each year and volunteers to grow his jolly 
white beard to be Santa Claus during our 
Christmas Parade. He also works tirelessly 
to ensure various community events run 
efficiently with electric service.”
 The Kerry Vincent Distinguished 
Lineworker Award was presented to Justice 

Kerry Vincent Award
-continued from page 1
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Justice with the Gas City 
electric crew and Mayor Rock

at IMPA’s 2022 Linemen Appreciation Event, 
to Justice’s complete surprise. IMPA hosts 
this annual event to celebrate all linemen 
who consistently provide the essential service 
of electricity to their friends, families, and 
neighbors in communities like Gas City.
 “We are honored to present Dick with this 
award,” said Jack Alvey, IMPA President and 
CEO. “The integrity and diligence that he has 
demonstrated for decades is truly noteworthy, 

and I know that Kerry Vincent would be 
proud to see Dick recognized in this way.”
 “I’m honored,” said Dick Justice 
upon receiving the award. “Thank you from 
the bottom of my heart. More than one 
person in this room deserves this award, 
and I hope that each and every one of you 
gets the chance to be recognized for your 
contributions in this industry. Be proud.” 

Holiday 
Safety Tips

Tis the season – to celebrate 
safely! This isn’t just the time of 
year that we eat more than usual, 
it’s also the time when we have 
the most household accidents 
and fires. To help make sure your 
holidays don’t go from merry 
to scary, remember the holiday 
safety tips that can be found on 
page 8. 

-continued on page 8

What’s the Word?

noun

The process in which electricity is transported 
from the generation facilities in which it is 
produced to substations in neighborhoods 
and communities where it will be consumed. 

Transmission

 The interconnected system 
of power lines that facilitate this 
transportation is known as the 
transmission network. Some power is 
lost during the transmission of electricity 
from one place to another, so when 
traveling long distances, electricity is 
trasmitted at high voltages for ultimate 
efficiency. When brought to a substation, 
the electricity is then “stepped down” to 
be distributed to homes and businesses. 
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be featured in the 

newsletter and win a 
prize, send your recipe 

to: 

MPN Recipes
11610 N. College Ave.

Carmel, IN 46032 
or 

newsletter@impa.com 
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Advance  
Anderson  
Argos  
Bainbridge  
Bargersville  
Blanchester, OH 
Bremen  
Brooklyn  
Brookston  
Centerville  
Chalmers
Coatesville 
Columbia City

Covington  
Crawfordsville  
Darlington 
Dublin 
Dunreith   
Edinburgh  
Etna Green 
Flora 
Frankfort  
Frankton  
Gas City 
Greendale  
Greenfield   
 

Huntingburg  
Jamestown  
Jasper  
Kingsford Heights  
Knightstown  
Ladoga 
Lawrenceburg  
Lebanon  
Lewisville 
Linton 
Middletown  
Montezuma 
New Ross  
 

Paoli
Pendleton  
Peru  
Pittsboro  
Rensselaer 
Richmond  
Rising Sun  
Rockville 
Scottsburg  
South Whitley  
Spiceland 
Straughn 
Tell City  
 

Thorntown  
Tipton 
Troy 
Veedersburg 
Walkerton 
Washington 
Waynetown 
Williamsport 
Winamac   
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Cooking Corner

- 1/2 cup peanut butter
- 1 container chocolate 
frosting

Chocolate Peanut Drop Candy
Recipe submitted by Wanda of Covington, Indiana

- 1 1/2 cups coconut
- 1/2 cup chopped 
peanuts

In a large bowl, combine peanut butter and frosting until well 
blended. Stir in coconut and peanuts. Onto a cookie sheet, drop 
mixture by the teaspoon 2 inches apart. Allow the mixture to dry 
at room temperature for about 6 hours. Store, loosely covered.

- 4 to 6 apples
- 1 cup sugar

Simple Apple Crisp
Recipe submitted by Lonnie of Peru, Indiana

- 1/2 cup flour 
- 1 stick butter

Preheat oven to 350°F. Peel and dice the apples, then place 
them in a small baking dish. Mix up the flour and sugar in a bowl, 
then cut the butter into slices and add to the mixture, beat until 
well blended. Pour the mixture over the apples and bake 50-60 
minutes. If desired, sprinkle cinnamon on top of the crust before 
baking. Any fruit can be substituted for the apples, including 
peaches, pears, cherries, etc. 

Try these sweet treats this holiday season!



The Importance of Cybersecurity
Hacking attempts surge during the holiday season, so this time of year, it’s especially 
important to be aware of common types of cyberattacks. The most popular form of a 
cyberattack is phishing. Through phishing, criminals use emails to impersonate trustworthy 
sources in an attempt to lure victims into clicking malicious links or giving away sensitive 
information. With the use of this tactic on the rise, it’s no longer a question of if you will 
ever be targeted through phishing, it’s a matter of when. Luckily, the success of a phishing 
attack requires the recipient to take an action, giving you control over whether you become 
a victim. 

Common Traits of Phishing Scam

A suspicious link—Oftentimes, phishing emails ask the recipient to click on a link. 
If you use your mouse to hover over the link, you will generally be able to see the 
actual address that the link would take you to. In a phishing email, the link and 
the actual address are frequently mismatched. If you see a mismatched link and 
address, do not click on the link. In general, never click a link that is sent to you by 
an unknown source. 

A suspicious file—Like links, hackers can also attach legitimate looking files to 
an email that actually contain malicious software. It is best to only open files that 
you are expecting from senders that you know. Never download attachments from 
emails if you don’t know the sender. 

Poor spelling or grammar—Messages from corporations and other businesses 
are typically professional and error free. If you receive an email that looks official, 
but has spelling and grammar mistakes, it is likely a fraudulent email. 

Requests for information or money—A message that requests personal 
information or money to cover claimed expenses is likely a scam. Hackers are 
great at impersonating banks, utility companies, and other businesses to request 
sensitive information and payments, so never click on links in these emails or 
oblige their requests. 

Threatening language—Phishing attacks sometimes use threatening language, 
trying to scare the reader into taking an action against their best interest. If you 
receive an email that makes claims such as your utilities will be shut off, your bank 
account will be cancelled, or your assets will be seized if you do not respond, it is 
probably a fraudulent email. 
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Holiday Safety Tips

• Keep decorations at least three feet away 
from heat sources – especially those 
with an open flame, like fireplaces and 
candles.

• When you are decorating, make sure 
not to run cords under rugs or furniture, 
out of windows, or across walkways and 
sidewalks.

-continued from page 5

• If you have a natural Christmas tree, water it to keep it fresh and safe. Real trees 
can dry up and turn into kindling in no time at all.

• Always turn off your decorations when you leave your home and when you’re 
sleeping. Most deadly fires happen while people are asleep.
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